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Preface

Jupiter Media is located in the beautiful CBD 

center on the Danube River in Vienna. The 

company has been committed to 

broadcasting film and television exchanges 

from various countries for many years and 

promoting cross-cultural exchanges.

Jupiter Media’s copyrighted Chinese film 

and television dramas include TV series, 

documentaries, and children’s animations. 

All the films have been translated into 

English and French high-definition videos.

In order to enrich the content of your 

programs, our company now provides you 

with these films for free without any 

additional conditions, in order to bring you a 

better viewing effect and increase your 

market value. Hope you like it.
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The series describes young doctors making effort to 

realize their dreams and their progress of becoming 

mature. They work hard to keep away the illness 

from their patients and protect the honor as well as 

the sanctity of their medical profession. 

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  50

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: French, English

“The doctors" is the first domestic work to reflect the 

professional life of doctors in a panoramic way. It tells the 

story of a group of doctors full of ideals and dedication 

trudges between ideals and reality, and finally finds the lofty 

and responsibility given by Hippocratic Oath and the 

professional belief of "benevolence of doctors".

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  50

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: French, English

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  33

Duration: 42 mins

Quality: HD

Language: French, English



Go Lala Go

It is an urban career drama about the workplace 
that premiered in 2010 in mainland China, tells the 
story of Du Lala, the heroine of the new company 
who entered the company, through unremitting 
efforts to struggle, from a rookie to gradually grow 
into the story of an elite in the workplace.

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  32

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: French, English

"Surgery" is a city medical industry inspirational theme TV 
series, the drama tells the story in the modern 
comprehensive ren He hospital, by a 29 years ago, the 
"accident" caused by the story, reflecting the complexity of 
human nature and great, the interpretation of the doctor 
the meaning of the profession.

Surgery

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  44

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Spainish, English



Like a Flowing River

Song Yunhui is a talented young man, but has always faced 
discrimination for family reasons. But when the opportunity 
arose in 1978 to take the exams for university entrance 
qualifications.

He seized the opportunity and ultimately managed to acquire a 
job in a state-owned enterprise through diligent study. 
Although his career can be described as successful, he lost his 
real self in the flowing river of the new age ...

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  47

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

The young Fang Sijin is already the top agent of the Anjia

Tianxia agency. She gets promoted to Jingyi Store as the

second manager. The other manager, Xu Wenchang, uses a mild

management method, which completely contradicts Fang

Shijin's strict requirements.

Though employees are stuck between the two

extremes, the store's performance and revenue

increases. As real estate agents, not only do they

help clients buy and sell houses, but they are also

often involved in their lives, witnessing their ups

and downs.

Your Hause, My Business

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  47

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



The challenges for women in the urban

environment are described from three different

perspectives. All three protagonists are in their

thirties - a turning point of their lives. Each of

them faces new stressful challenges: marriage,

career, family relationships, self-development. Yet

even in the most difficult situations, they find

hope, joy and love.

Nothing 
But 
Thirty

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  43

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Chinese, English, Thai, 

Indonesian, Vietnamese

Crossing 
the
Yalu 
River

On June 25, 1950, the Korean War officially broke out. Based on

Mao Zedong's strategic vision, Peng Dehuai and Deng Hua, among

others, have developed excellent strategies. Although the battles

were by no means easy, the volunteer soldiers demonstrated their

skills on the battlefield and occupied Seoul. After countless fierce

fighting, the war was officially ended on July 27, 1953. Chairman

Mao Zedong's wise choices led the Chinese nation to success and

peace.

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  40

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



To Be A

Better 
Man

“To be a better man "tells about Lu Yuan of chef of 3 stars 

of Michelin of travel United States, because of an accident 

he brings the daughter of close friend to return to China, 

then a series of love dispute happened under chance 

coincidence.

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  42

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: French, English

This TV Series sets in urban life, the play tells the 

story of the rebellious old boy Wu Zheng, who 

experienced love and growth in his middle age.

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  47

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Spanish

Old
Boy



Silent 
Seperation

The series is adapted from the novel of the 

same name. It mainly tells that He Yichen

and Zhao Mosheng’s childhood love leads 

to a lifelong relationship. The hero and the 

heroine meet again after missing for many 

years, breaking the misunderstanding and 

come together again.

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  32

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

Beautiful Life

The TV series tells the story of Xu Tian making changes when his feelings 
and career were both frustrated, and he was sent to the hospital due to a 
sudden illness at the airport, causing an emotional entanglement with 
Liang Xiaohui and restarting his life.

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  45

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

Spain

Portuguese



Sanshou Hou and Ruicheng Huang are native 

Wenzhou People, both making great business. Hou is 

smart, very good at rhetoric and communication, but 

Huang is a very honest person. Hou felt that Huang is 

not on the same level as him, so he refused the 

cooperation proposed by Huang.

After the economic crisis hit, Hou’s company made 

big losses, which eventually end up in bankruptcy. On 

the other hand, Huang manages to make profit with 

his carefully selected investments. With Huang’s help, 

Hou rebuilds his business and pays off his debts. 

Together, Hou and Huang manage to turn their 

companies into the leading economic forces in 

Wenzhou. 

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  36

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

Two Familys from Wenzhou 



The series is based on true stories from the time of the Covid 19 pandemic. The ten chapters  

describe the situation at that time as the Chinese people tried to fight the pandemic together with 

the military. Among them were the medical staff who, with their selflessness and determination, 

built a white wall for the people against the virus. On the one hand, doctors and nurses from 

various areas rushed to Wuhan in order to help on the spot. On the other hand, there were military 

doctors who act on orders and are always ready to sacrifice their lives. At the same time, one must 

not forget the ordinary people who worked as suppliers and volunteer drivers and thus made their 

contribution to the fight against the pandemic; citizens who supported each other in the unusual 

situation; construction workers who have actively worked at the Mount Fire God Hospital; 

employees in the prevention and control work of the pandemic; people in the public service; young 

people who are committed to fighting the pandemic. 

All of these ordinary people across the country built the most important power in the fight against 

the pandemic. 

With You

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  20

Duration: 40 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



The Series tells the story of the people and cadres of Xihaigu since 

the 1990s, in response to the call of the national poverty 

alleviation policy, completed the relocation, with the help of 

counterparts in Fujian, through hard work and unremitting 

exploration, the poverty and desolate The local development is 

rich and beautiful, realizing the story of the poverty-stricken 

population completely freed from it.

Minning Town

Type: TV-Series

Episodes:  23

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

English, Indonesian, Lao, 

Russian, Kalkalmon
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Kunqu Opera Baby

Fenfen is an ordinary girl with 
great talent. To save her single 
mother the cost of talent courses, 
she signed up for a Kun-Oper 
group. Momo, a boy at the same 
school, is a lively and active boy 
who loves B-box and hip-hop and 
is known for his naughty 
behaviors.

On the day of the entrance exam 
for the Kun-Opera class, Momo 
accidentally breaks fenfen’s 
beloved flute, which causes her to 
lose the opportunity to apply for 
the instrumental group.

To make up for his mistake, Momo 
encourages the sad girl to switch 
to the actor group, during this she 
gains more and more self-
confidence. At the end, they all 
stand together on the stage of the 
public performance. 

Type: 3D Cartoon

Episodes:  12

Duration: 15 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



Three children were enjoying their summer 

vacation on a cruise ship, when they are 

kidnapped by an unknown creature. Together, 

they arrive at a lonely island in the vast ocean. 

This mysterious island is fully covered with 

oversized plants and is the habitat of gigantic 

animal species. In order to escape from the 

isolated island and return to their homeland, the 

children experience exciting adventures. 

With the deepening of the exciting escape of the 

three urban teenagers and the indigenous girl, 

old secrets are getting revealed that have been 

hidden by dense forests on the isolated island for 

several centuries. With cute characters, creative 

representations and the exciting story, the series 

has a great educational effect. 

Giant Worm Park Adventure

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  52

Duration: 22 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



On Huaguo Mountain, the monkeys are in the middle of a fierce battle 

with the Demon King when an ancient divine stone suddenly breaks and 

a stone monkey is born from it. Under the guidance of the old monkey 

king, the stone monkey is slowly accepted by the other monkeys and 

becomes the monkey king.

In order to protect Huaguoshan, the little stone monkey decides to drive 

across the sea to learn martial arts from the outside world. The stone 

monkey comes to the Fangcun Mountain in Lingtai, where he becomes a 

disciple of the master Bodhi. In the meantime, he not only gets stronger, 

but also makes new friends like Honghaier, Yutu and Ginseng Fruit. He 

also gets his own name, Sun Wukong. 

Sun Wukong

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  52

Duration: 22 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

Go Player

At the end of the Ming Dynasty, Japanese pirates tyrannized the 

coastal area of Jiangnan and the Go society also faced a conflict 

between the good Go spirit and the evil Go forces. 

Jiang Liu'er's father, Jiang Lingyun, is an imperial official hired by the 

imperial court to investigate the pirate incident in which he was 

taking his son to Jiangnan. 

Jiang Liu'er was temporarily left in Lingyun Temple, where he 

defeated three little monks in a game of Go. The old monk Yuande is 

deeply convinced that Jiang Liu'er has a rare talent in Go game. 



This film tells the story of Xiao Jigong, who fights with his friends 

against the evil forces like Liu Shihui, Liu Yanei and Jinlang.

On his 10th birthday, Xiao Jigong receives a mysterious broken fan. 

The fan had four cracks that could only be repaired by the work of 

four masters. 

Once the fan is repaired, it will have unlimited power. While he 

searches for these masters, Xiao Jigong overcomes his own 

weaknesses, keeps improving himself and eventually becomes a 

young hero. 

Xiao Jigong
The third grader Xiaomi has many worries and desires. He expresses 

them under the starry sky, when his wishes are heard by the falling 

star-shaped alien A-you who happened to slide by. 

A-you has the ability to travel freely between different planets and 

can help others to realize their wishes. 

Xiaomi becomes friends with A-You and brings him home with him. 

Since then, Xiaomi's life is full of adventures: through his ability to 

move between the stars, A-you searches for various magical items 

that he uses to help Xiaomi make his wishes come true. 

Alien A-you

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  104

Duration: 12 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  52

Duration: 22 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



This animated series with features from myths, fairy tales and legends tell the story of the little 

hero Nezha. 

For thousands of years, the demoness Shiji waited for an opportunity to spread her dark rule. In 

addition, she helps the brutal King Zhou to suppress the people of his empire. People are 

desperately hoping for the birth of a hero who is supposed to save this world from this horror. 

At that time Nezha was born with his destany to save the world...

Dream of Stars

"Dream of stars" is an animation created by CCTV Animation Co., Ltd. with "Chinese Dream" 

as the theme and "children's dream" as the entry point, focusing on the inner world and 

values of children and transmitting positive energy. 

The film with rich animation form to present "wonderful!", and through each small story 

interesting and full of implication, in listening and accompany the kids to dream and dream 

at the same time, to give the correct values and culture to the audience orientation, 

encourage and guide the children in order to achieve the dream to go down-to-earth 

efforts.

The Legend of Nezha

Typec: Cartoon

Episodes:  52

Duration: 12 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

Type: Cartoon

Episodes: 100

Duration: 7 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



Dream Kind

"Meng Wa" tells the story of Li Xiaobao, a second 
grade pupil, who accidentally makes the clay figurine 
"Meng Wa" made by his grandfather come to life. 
Come alive "dream baby" became the elf that has super 
ability, can be complacent when seeing fried cake, 
super ability also when spirit not spirit. "Dream baby" 
and small treasure became good friend, in "dream 
baby" below guide, Li Xiaobao grows slowly.

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  13

Duration: 13 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

Chinese Panda

It tells of a beautiful forest in the quiet wolong Valley 
where there is a magical spring, the Wishing Spring. It 
can help the kind little animals to achieve a wonderful 
wish.

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  52

Duration: 5 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



Marshmallow, Big Head Son and Xiao Ming 
are excellent friends. Among Marshmallow's 
personality is timid, to become brave, she 
made "brave plan" and paid great efforts to 
herself, under the help of blue Sky Father, 
Cloud Mother and many small partners, 
Marshmallow finally summon up courage 
and realized his dream.

Marshmallow and Cloud Mom
Season 2

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  26

Duration: 15 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Polish

Young Master - loyality

Shaoxing city to hold the national master selection of junior group 

competition, the Young Master to sign up for. Below strict selection, 

Young Master breaks through tight encirclement, enter master 

training camp. Under the training of the old master, the Young 

Master gradually understood the true meaning of the master. 

Finally, because of his benevolence and kindness, the little master 

gave up the first place to his partner, and really completed his own 

growth.

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  120+120

Duration: 13 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

French

Russian

Portuguese



Krtek a Panda

This cartoon tells the story of friendship, mutual assistance 
and growth. The story not only integrates a lot of Chinese 
elements, but also introduces the international common 
cartoon language, which makes the plot more interesting 
and humorous. Each of the stories can tell children a sense 
of life in a humorous way, to help children understand the 
true meaning of it, to cultivate children's good character of 
great benefit.

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  52

Duration: 12 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



The protagonist named Niu Naitang is a student in

primary school with student ID number 23, and

coincidental, is usually graded 23rd in exams.

She’s not outstanding in grades, but you can

easily figure her sincerity, warm-hearted, and

kindness. She’s surrounded by a bunch of friends

from different backgrounds with interesting

characters. There are conflicts and quarrels in the

children’s world, but there are more solidarity,

positivity, and love.

Sunny Girl No. 23
Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  26

Duration: 13 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English, 

Spanish, Russian, 

Portuguese

Emmy 
&

GooRoo

The protagonist, Emmy, is the only human child in

the enchanted forest who has no magic, but always

helps the magical creatures in the forest with her

creative ideas! GooRoo is Emmy's most loyal friend.

He's tall, furry, and comfortable to hug!

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  52

Duration: 11 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



In order to usurp the domination of the

world, the water gods Gong Gong and Zhu

Rong began a destructive battle, whereby

the water of the heavenly river flooded the

human world.

Gun was ordered to deal with the

floods. In order to do this, he stole the

forbidden treasures of the gods and was

slain by the thunder. After his death, his

corpse transformed into a mountain that Yu

grew up on, who ultimately takes on his

task of saving humanity. Of course, Gong

Gong won't make it easy for him...

The Great Flood of Gun-Yu

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  12

Duration: 15 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Arabic, 

Turkish, French, 

Swahili

The two gigantic mountains Taihang and Wangwu severely

limited the mobility of the residents in the basin of the Jishui River.

Yu Gong, a man who lived in this region, decided to relocate the

mountains for the benefit of the people. He rejected all critical

voices and began to carry rocks and earth to the coast of sea.

People laughed at him for his stupidity, but Yu Gong believed that

one day he will succed. Because the mountains will not grow, but

his children and grandchildren will pass on this task from

generation to generation until they have removed the mountains.

Yu Gong's determination touched the gods, who used their

powers to carry the mountains away. Since then, the story of Yu

Gong has been passed on from generation to generation.

How 
Yu Gong 
moved 

the Mountain

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  26

Duration: 15 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



Since the daughter was afraid of going to school, an

ordinary family of three, who originally lived in a big city,

start their lives in the countryside.

Every day, Tiantian spends her time playing with

friends and experiences many adventures. She begins to

do various household chores herself and gradually

transforms into an open, self-confident and independent

girl. At the same time, the parents are constantly learning

which parenting method is right for their daughter.

Growing up

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  52

Duration: 13 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English, 

The story of the Boonie Bears takes place mainly in

the large tree kindergarden in the forest. The focus of the

action is on the friendship between the bear cubs and

Qiang. They spend time in the breaks between class, after

class, and in their free time, making progress together,

which strengthens their friendship.

Boonie cubs

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  13

Duration: 13 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English, 

French, Spanish, 

Arabic, Japanese



Panda and Rooster

Based on the Chinese cartoon character "Panda

Hehe" and Portugal's popular lucky animal, the "rooster"

as protagonists, the cartoon series tells the story of the

hospitable panda Hehe, who, together with the rooster

Luta from Portugal, transforms the tree house into a cozy

hotel. Together they search for Luta's grandfather's "most

valuable treasure" and help the small animals that live in

the hotel.

Type: Cartoon

Episodes:  52

Duration: 10 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English
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A Record of 80 Days 
in Jinyintan Hospital

With the outbreak of the corona pandemic, Wuhan Jinyintan Hospital 
went from an unfamiliar name to the symbol of the fight against the 
virus. In February 2020, our filming began in the intensive care unit, 
documenting the tears, pain and joy of the people in the difficult 
situation. The five patients in the film are ordinary people who 
experience extraordinary situations. They embody the experience of 
countless households during the pandemic. 

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 1

Duration: 73 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

The Chinese Doctor:

The Battle Against COVID-19
The film records the stories during the fight against the pandemic in

Wuhan from the outbreak of the virus to the end of April. The focus is on

doctors and nurses, with the complexity of the situation being presented

from different dimensions. This documentary illustrates our respect for

the medical staff: The pandemic should not separate people - on the

contrary, it should offer the opportunity to show love for each other.

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 5

Duration: 40 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English, 

Indonesian, Thai, 

Vietnamese, Malay, 

Spanish, Korean



Ancient
China 
from

Above

The series was filmed in order to 
portray China‘s history and brilliant 
culture. During the filming, the team 
visited historical sites in different parts 
of China and worked closely with local 
experts using modern technologies to 
investigate the origin and development 
of the Great Wall and the former capital 
Yuanshang. Moreover, a variety of lost 
ancient cities will be explored. 

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 3

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

Maizidian

Maizidian (engl.: "The Wheat Shop") is one of 
many street communities in Beijing. The more 
today's world develops into a unified 
community, the more problems arise that 
people from different geographical regions 
and cultural backgrounds have to confront 
together. The story in Maizidian shows how 
people recognize and solve problems 
together, accept one another, share and work 
together.

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 1

Duration: 82 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



In Wuhan

"In Wuhan" is a documentary about the

fight against the pandemic. By showing

the life and stories of various social

groups in Wuhan during the

extraordinary time, the film

demonstrates people's love and pain,

gains and losses, disappointments and

hopes.

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 7

Duration: 17 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

"Winter is followed by

spring" is a documentary film

about the fight against the

pandemic. In this fight

without gunpowder, we focus

on every ordinary person

around us who is quietly and

diligently working on his

position. From the medical

staff to the owner of the Hot

Dry Noodle Shop; from the

family expecting a new life to

the aircrew. Each of them

embodies the hope,

perseverance and love of the

society.

Winter is followed by spring

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 3

Duration: 25 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



Wild China with Ray Mears

Wildlife documentary series. Ray Mears explores the 
geography of eight Chinese landscapes. He identifies 
native plants and tracks down some of China's most 
iconic wildlife, including giant pandas, pink dolphins 
and wild Asian elephants. 

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 7

Duration: 11 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

Mountains and Rivers of Xinjiang

This documentary series revolves around Xinjiang's

unique and beautiful geography, customs, habits and

landscapes, combined with true and touching stories

from the local people. The aim is to portray Xinjiang's

beauty in its natural form.

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 3

Duration: 38 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Turkish,

Kirgiz



A bite of China II

"A Bite of China II" is a documentary on Chinese food

culture that continues the theme of the first season and

explores the relationship between people and food.

The dining tables are witnesses of the birth and growth

of people. They are places of gathering and parting.

Through the presented delicacies, the audience can get

to know this old country from the Far East “tastefully”.

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 8

Duration: 50 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Russian, 

Vietnamese, Lao, 

Hebrew, Urdu, Czech

"A Bite of China II" is a documentary on Chinese food

culture that continues the theme of the first season and

explores the relationship between people and food.

The dining tables are witnesses of the birth and growth

of people. They are places of gathering and parting.

Through the presented delicacies, the audience can get

to know this old country from the Far East “tastefully”.

Once Upon a Bite / 
Savouring China

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 8

Duration: 50 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English, Spanish, 

Japanese, Bahasa Indonesia



The YiLi River is an international river with beautiful

and fertile basins. Within China, there are 47 ethnic

groups living in the Ili River region. This documentary

series tells true stories of harmonious coexistence of

the people who live together peacefully on the banks

of the Ili River.

CHINA

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 12

Duration: 50 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

Looking at five thousand years of history, we ask the 
question: What is “China”? The first season of the 
large-scale humanistic history documentary "China" 
will explore Chinese historical events from the Spring 
and Autumn period to the Tang Dynasty, examining 
people and events that have profoundly influenced 
China's present. 

YiLi River

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 6

Duration: 48 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Kazak



The aim of the documentary is to reflect the living and

working conditions in Xinjiang. The film shows people

in the north and south of Tianshan who love their

home, pursue their dreams, live together in harmony

and develop with their motherland. On the basis of

this film, viewers can get their own picture of Xinjiang

and the false rumors of so-called “genocide” and

“forced labor” in Xinjiang, which are widespread in

the West, should be disproved.

Along with Africa

Beyond the Mountains –
Life in Xinjiang

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 1

Duration: 80 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

"For the ambitious, the sea and the mountains are no

obstacles." On the occasion of the Beijing summit of the

Forum for China-Africa Cooperation, the documentary film

"Along with Africa" will be broadcasted worldwide. Through

the events that happen in Africa, the film tells the touching

story of the cooperation between China and Africa as well

as their common fate.

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 2

Duration: 30 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English, 

Arabic, Portuguese

Along with Africa



The documentary presents the wonderful story of former Deputy

Speaker of the House of Lords Mike Bates and his wife Li Xuelin who

walked from Hangzhou to Wenzhou on foot for a month. Michael

Bates used his unique perspective of a British politician to tell the

living stories of the Chinese he met along the way.

Stories from Zhijiang

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 3

Duration: 20 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

Six celebrities visited six different cities on an in-depth urban

documentary journey. Through the double perspective of

celebrities and local residents, the film explores city’s secrets

and interesting stories that occurred in the cities. The audience

gets to know a new facet of the city that differs from the

traditional point of view.

Marvelous City

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 6

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



The program selected outstanding young representatives who are

committed to the society and records the stories they have witnessed

domestic and foreign charities. They demand no material rewards,

fear no challenges and invest all their time and energy in striving for

global environmental protection, peace and development.

To our Common Earth

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 8

Duration: 20 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

Tracing Heritage 

The Chinese ancient cities are witnesses to the development

of civilization. These ancient cities have stood the test of time

and are part of human history. The families who have lived in

this place for generations inherit the traditions of their

ancestors. Our moderator Wu Yuwei traveled across China to

discover the diverse cultural history and traditions of these

ancient cities.

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 2

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English, French, Spanish, 

Arabic, German, Italian, Japanese



China
On
The 

Move

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 2

Duration: 30 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

"The Day Ran China" is a documentary reality

show that combines professional experience and

cultural collisions. The film series focuses on the

effects of technological development on people

in the Internet+ age. Together with selected

guests from different countries, viewers get to

know the achievements of the technological

developments in China.

The 
Day 
Ran 

China

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 10

Duration: 45 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Arabic, 

Spanish



The documentary series focuses on the situation of

workers in the emerging industries of China. From

the perspective of foreign guests, viewers

experience the clash of different cultures and

achievements of Chinese science and technology.

Mundane Glory
Type: Documentary

Episodes: 15

Duration: 13 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

"Aerial View China" is a documentary series that

views China from the air and shows China's

historical and cultural landscape, natural geography,

as well as economic and social development and

changes from different dimensions. The images in

this film were all taken in the air. Each episode

selects the most representative and beautiful

historical, cultural, natural and modern landscapes

of China.

Aerial China

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 6

Duration: 50 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Urdu, 

Swahili



Silk is the earliest invention with which China made a name for itself

worldwide. Silk made China unique. A silk thread is only 0.02 mm in

diameter. The word "thin" (Chin.: xi) that we know today was used to

describe silk in the past. But the wise ancestors of the Chinese are

good at using every gift of nature, even the thinnest threads of silk,

from which the most beautiful textiles are made.

The Art of Silk / 
The History of Silk

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 3

Duration: 58 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Russian, 

Greek, Spanish

"The Great Shokunin" is the first microdocumentation about

creative craftsmen in Asia. Our team has traveled to various parts of

mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan and other Asian

regions. The film shows 20 craftsmen in their daily work and the

cultural customs of different places.

The Great Shokunin

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 20

Duration: 15 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Portuguese



Marco Polo, a world-famous Italian traveler and businessman of the 13th

century. At the age of 17 he followed his father and uncle through the

Middle East and after four years, they reached ancient China in the Yuan

Dynasty. He traveled through China for 17 years, during which time he

visited many ancient cities. Through his narration, he created a vivid

picture of a splendid China, which caused the longing for this country in

Europe.

Marco Polo: from the past to today / 
Marco Polo – A History

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 10

Duration: 30 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Vietnamese

The large-scale documentary "Fields of Hope" in the first season of

"La Lin River" demonstrates the working and living conditions of

contemporary farmers. Their spiritual aspirations, colorful emotions

and diligent work attitude are recorded in the form of this

documentary series.

Fields of Hope

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 3

Duration: 50 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Malaysian, 

Dari, Portuguese, 

Brazilian Portuguese



The documentary series takes modern

and ancient civilization as the main

themes and covers China's ancient arts,

diverse cultures, stories from legends and

unique animals. The series presents the

unknown, fabulous and civilized sides of

China.

Tales from Modern China
Ⅰ+Ⅲ

The 6-part documentary includes 24

stories, including the world's longest

high-speed rail network, the world's

largest online shopping carnival, the

world's fastest supercomputer, etc. The

team visited different regions of China to

demonstrate the diverse folk customs and

cultural characteristics of China. The

unique charm of China is presented from

the perspective of four British presenters.

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 36

Duration: 26 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Vietnamese

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 6

Duration: 23 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Pourtuguese



Traditional Chinese craftsmanship has been passed on

from generation to generation. It contains the wisdom

of the Chinese people and the unique national

temperament as well as cultural qualities of the Chinese

nation. With its lively charm, it is an important part of

the traditional culture and a valuable cultural heritage.

Heritage on Fingertips

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 6

Duration: 26 mins

Quality: HD

Language: Vietnamese, 

Romanian, Arabic



The natural environment theme “snow Leopard”

tells the story of scientists, local herders, a lama 

and several environmental activists from different 

countries who encounter challenges, confusion, 

escape and stick to the road of seeking ecological 

justice in SanJiang Headwaters of Qinghai 

province. 

It reflects the relationship between snow leopard 

protection and herdsmen from all angles and the 

important issues that each of us will face in 

environmental protection.

Snow Leopard

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 3

Duration: 25 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English



"I am a Child of China" tells the true growth story of children of different ethnic groups. 

Following the footage of the film, you can not only see the pure smiling faces of the children, 

but also enjoy the customs and cultures of different nationalities. 

In addition to cultural inheritance, children's dreams are another theme of the documentary. 

These dreams seem so "raw". The film team traveled more than 300,000 kilometers in 11 

provinces, five autonomous regions and hundreds of villages for four years to capture this 

first-hand footage.

Audiences will enjoy more from the film to the uncarved natural scenery, feel the national 

customs after the time of panning, know a group of children growing up in China's various 

ethnic groups.

I am a Child of China

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 8

Duration: 25 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English, French



Strike 
The 

Himalayas

In the 1990s, the mysterious and fascinating Qinghai-Tibet 
Plateau. On the dangerous road ----- sichuan-Tibet highway that 
is described as the rope through the sky by Tibetan people, the 
car regiment that carries out a plateau transportation task, in 
order to build oneself into the mobile emergency response unit 
that faces future war, under the leadership of the head, they 
overcome many difficulties, successfully completed the training 
task such as motorcade driving, fast return.

"Every Treasure Tells a Story" the first season is more ancient 
period of pottery, bronze ware, the second season is mainly 
about the Spring and Autumn And the Warring States and Qin 
and Han civilization period of cultural relics. By the third season, 
the show's history spans from the Wei, Jin and Southern and 
Northern Dynasties to the Sui and Tang dynasties. Covering 
calligraphy, painting, mural painting and other categories, it 
displays the skills, aesthetics, culture and lifestyle of the era in 
multiple dimensions.

Every 
Treasure 

Tells 
a Story

Type: Doku-Series

Episodes: 16

Duration: ?? mins

Quality: HD

Language: English

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 75

Duration: 5 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English 

Greek

Bulgarian



Deep In Shambhala

The documentary "Deep In Shambhala" takes the four seasons as 
the time scale, through the way of story, truly records the daily 
life and emotional world of the Tibetan people of all ethnic 
groups in contemporary Sichuan, and records the wonderful 
stories and moments of the people living in western Sichuan and 
other life in the nature.

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 75

Duration: 5 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English, Bulgarian, Portuguese 

Power of Nature

"Power of Nature" is a nature documentary about Tibetan 
antelopes, snow leopards, wild yaks, gibbons, Asian elephants 
and the South China Sea, showing China's rare and unique 
ecological diversity.

Type: Documentary

Episodes: 6

Duration: 50 mins

Quality: HD

Language: English, French



Markt Value
What we can bring to you.05



Content Platform Target Gruppe Value

Value-added Ser vice

- i n  v a r ious  f o rms

- r i ch  con ten t

- No t  po l i t i ca l l y

i nc l i ned

- w i t h  copyr igh t s

S e r i e s &

D o c u m e n t a r i e s

- Mob i le  T V

- OT T

- L iv es t ream

H i g h  

a d a p t a b i l i t y

- Su i t ab le  f o r  a l l  

age  g roups

a l w a y s

s u i t a b l e

- A t t rac t  a  w ider

aud ience

- Inc rease  channe l

v a lue

- Inc rease  ra t ings

V a l u e - a d d e d




